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In high school, J.D. Salinger, the author
of the classic novel “The Catcher in the
Rye”, was so fond of acting that he
signed classmates’ yearbooks with the
names of the roles he had performed.

Libraries & Ideas
This article was written by Library Board Vice President Kathryn Ballobin,
and was published in the July 8th edition of the Columbus Telegram.
Columbus Public Library joins the countdown to the Total Solar Eclipse! The
library staff is ready to assist with maps and optimum viewing times and
locations in our area for the Total Solar Eclipse that will occur midday on
August 21, 2017. Millions of people will be able to see the moon totally block
the view of the sun.
Why is it referred to as the “Great American Eclipse?” This celestial event is
viewable across the continental U.S. for the first time in almost 40 years, with
Central Nebraska providing some great locations to observe it. This eclipse will
be the most-viewed ever due to: media attention; extensive highway systems
that have many viewing locations and allow for easy access between big and
small cities; and the expected weather should be advantageous for a good
viewing experience. This is the first time since 1918 that a total eclipse will be
visible on both the East and West Coasts of the United States. The next visible
eclipse in the U.S. will be in Montana and North Dakota on August 23, 2044;
another total eclipse will occur in 2045 and 2078.
What misconceptions surround an eclipse? There was a time when people
did not understand what they were witnessing and found the celestial event
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very frightening, and some civilizations made sense of it through mythology. Other
misconceptions that may still exist: something very eventful is about to happen, food
being prepared at the time may become poisonous, and expectant mothers should
stay inside because unborn children could be harmed.
What can happen during the phases of an eclipse? Shadows may look different or
sharper; absence of distinguishable breezes; birds may roost and stop chirping; bats
and fireflies may come out; the temperature can drop about 10 degrees; the horizon
may consist of colors of a sunset; and a sense of intense stillness. To completely
appreciate this event, it will be important for eclipse viewers to be considerate of
others by completely focusing on the passing of a quick two and a half minutes
without any accompanying noises or music.
How to view a solar eclipse? Wear “eclipse glasses.” The Columbus Public Library
will have 200 pairs of eclipse glasses available as summer reading prizes beginning
July 10. Never look directly at the sun without protective eyewear; sunglasses do not
provide enough protection. If you are located in the path of totality, it is safe to take
off the eclipse glasses and view while the Sun is completely obscured. A recommendation for photographers is to not view the eclipse through a camera viewfinder
during the partial eclipse phases unless using a specialty filter.
There is so much to learn about the upcoming total solar eclipse. Be sure to check
with the library staff for guidance and resources; and perhaps listen to some of the
free Total Solar Eclipse podcasts that are available through sources like iTunes.
NASA Countdown https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/
Streaming Video of Solar Eclipse https://www.nasa.gov/eclipselive

Calendar Connection
Join us on Saturday, July 22nd at 2:00 p.m. to hear Vicki
Troxel Harris' program about African-American homesteaders and cowboys of Nebraska. In the 1854 census of
Nebraska, there were 14 blacks listed as slaves. After the
Civil War, African-Americans came to Nebraska as cowhands, laborers, cavalrymen and homesteaders. Vicki
recounts many of the oral histories she has collected about
these cowboys, such as Jim
Kelly, who homesteaded
50,000 acres of Nebraska sand hills, Amos Harris
from the Lexington area, and Roy Hayes of Cherry
County “who could catch anything with legs.”
Bring your friends and family and learn about
these overlooked stories in Nebraska’s history.
Attendance is free and everyone is welcome.
Treats will be provided!

Calendar Connection
Teen Summer Reading:
Anytime Activity July 17th-23rd– Book in a Jar
July 18th at 1:00 p.m.– Stop Motion Animation
July 20th at 1:00 p.m.– Stop Motion Animation
Create your own animated movie during this two-day
workshop. Plan to attend both days to get the whole
experience!
Anytime Activity July 24th-28th– Guess Where
July 25th at 1:00 p.m.- Henna Tattoos
Learn about the art of Mehndi and decorate yourself for
summer. Wear clothes that are okay to stain. Permission
slips are required for this event.
July 27th at 1:00 p.m.– Snacks & a Movie
Make your own delicious snacks and enjoy an old movie.
July 28th at 10:00 a.m.– Party @ The Plunge
Summer readers can enjoy a morning at the Pawnee Plunge before the park is
open to the public. A picnic will follow in Pawnee Park. Participants must be
registered for the summer reading program and participate in some way in JuneJuly to attend.

Calendar Connection
Children’s Summer Reading: Each week has its own theme
Building Community Heroes @ Your Library:
July 17th at 10:30 a.m.– Movie in the Auditorium
July 18th at 10:30 a.m. in Frankfort Square– Safety presentation with the Columbus
Fire & Police Departments
July 19th at 10:30 a.m. – CPL Imagination Builders (3rd-5th graders)
July 20th at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.– Story Time

Building Excitement @ Your Library:
July 24th at 10:30 a.m.– Movie in the Auditorium
July 26th at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Ranch– CPL Imagination Builders (3rd-5th graders)
July 27th at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.– Story Time
July 28th at 10:00 a.m. at the Pawnee Plunge– Pool Party
Swim until 11:30 a.m., then enjoy a hot dog picnic at noon in Pawnee Park

Your Columbus Public Library

There have been many great books added to our catalog recently. To place a hold on any of
the titles listed below, or another book, please call the library at 402-564-7116.
Wolf on a String– Benjamin Black

Gwendy’s Button Box– Stephen King

Price of Duty– Dale Brown

The Silent Corner– Dean Koontz

Under a Summer Sky– Melody Carlson

Every Body on Deck– G.A. McKevett

The Broken Road– Richard Paul Evans

Murder Games– James Patterson

Unsub– Meg Gardiner

The Ultimatum– Karen Robards

The Sunshine Sisters– Jane Green

The Duchess– Danielle Steel

Sticks and Bones– Carolyn Haines

Murder in the Bowery– Victoria Thompson

G-Man– Stephen Hunter

Kiss Carlo– Adriana Trigiani

You Will Pay– Lisa Jackson

The Force– Don Winslow

Connecting Readers & Writers
Happy Birthday to these authors:
Hunter S. Thompson– July18, 1939
Cormac McCarthy– July 20, 1933
Sarah Waters– July 21, 1966
John D. MacDonald– July 24, 1916
Beatrix Potter– July 28, 1866
Summer… when fireflies come out at dusk
and ice melts too fast in lemonade; ice
cream tastes better even though it’s the
same-old flavor– Nanette L. Avery

